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Scope:

- Custodian of master version of MoReq2 Requirements
- Translations
- Chapter 0s

Agree a MoU with EC
Mechanisms

Master version:

- Custodian of master version of MoReq2 Requirements and necessary amendments
- On persistent website~ DLM-network
- Interpretations of specific requirements

Plus run a Wiki
Mechanisms

Translations:

• Vet & approve requests
• Pass to EC Publications Office to issue a copyright licence & vet translation
• Receive translation and publish on DLM-Network website
Control of publication by others:

- Copyright
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- Trademark ® ?
Chapter 0s:

- Similar to translation
- Plus require an English version to vet and publish
Makeup of the Group

- The DLM Forum Governance Group is intended to give regional representation plus additional experts and software industry representation.
- Appointed by the Executive Committee.
DLM and MoReq2 at:

www.dlm-network.org

Wiki:

http://moreq2.editme.com/Home